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The four pillars of non-conventional energy 

Mini-micro hydel 

Indian technologists developed mini-hydel systems more than 100 years ago, but in the 

post-Independence emphasis on the new "temples of modern India" -- huge dams and power 

stations -- mini-micro hydel systems were neglected.  

Photovoltaic systems 

MNES advisor J Gururaja says his ministry's programme for the deployment of solar 

photovoltaic systems "constitutes one of the largest government demonstration programmes in 

the world". Public sector organisations involved in this effort maintain the growth rate of the 

Indian photovoltaic market is among the highest in the world.  

Wind energy technology 

Wind energy churned out by grid- connected wind farms has turned out to be the most 

feasible and cost-effective method of power generation. Its current level is about 45 mw but 

MNES' target by the end of the Eighth Plan is 100 mw. 

Biomass gasification 

Agricultural residue, agro-industrial waste and energy plantations are available in 

quantities which would justify their use for power generation. Even with presently available 

conversion technology, biomass can be use to provide electricity and heat efficiently.  

Solar Energy:  

Solar thermal Systems: Types of collectors, Collection systems, efficiency calculations, 

applications. Photo voltaic (PV) technology: Present status, solar cells, cell technologies, 

characteristics of PV systems, equivalent circuit, array design , building integrated PV system, its 

components , sizing and economics. Peak power operation. Standalone and grid interactive 

systems. 

 



Wind Energy:  

Wind speed and power relation, power extracted from wind, wind distribution and wind 

speed predictions. Wind power systems: system components, Types of Turbine, Turbine rating. 

Choice of generators, turbine rating, electrical load matching, Variable speed operation, 

maximum power operation, control systems, system design features, stand alone and grid 

connected operation. Small Hydro System 

Energy storage and hybrid system configurations:  

Energy storage, Battery – types, equivalent circuit, performance characteristics, battery 

design, charging and charge regulators. Battery management. Flywheel-energy relations, 

components, benefits over battery. Fuel Cell energy storage systems. Ultra Capacitors. Bio-Mass 

and Bio-Fuels. 

Grid Integration:  

Stand alone systems, Concept of Micro-Grid and its components, Hybrid systems – 

hybrid with diesel, with fuel cell, solar-wind, wind –hydro systems, mode controller, load 

sharing, system sizing. Hybrid system economics, Interface requirements, Stable operation, 

Transient-safety, Operating limits of voltage, frequency, stability margin, energy storage, and 

load scheduling. Effect on power quality, harmonic distortion, voltage transients and sags, 

voltage flickers, dynamic reactive power support. Systems stiffness. 


